BENEFICIARY VISIT REPORT
NAME OF THE NGO:Sabuj Sangha
NGO ID:1209
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Date of
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Name

TRNHelp a mother in the remote
Ashima
0004805882/TD- islands of Sunderbans deliver a Bhandari
0005145206
healthy child and ensure safe
motherhood to her

Success

21-Jan-2016

Girish Singh

TRNHelp a mother in the remote
Jamuna Dolui
0004871662/TD- islands of Sunderbans deliver a
0005221313
healthy child and ensure safe
motherhood to her

Success

21-Jan-2016

TRNProvide one month nutrition
0004799172/TD- and health care to a first
0005136770
generation learner in our
residential home

Khokansona
Halder

Success

21-Jan-2016

TRNProvide one month nutrition
0004829239/TD- and health care to a first
0005173985
generation learner in our
residential home

Akshay
Barman

Success

21-Jan-2016

TRNProvide one month nutrition
0004829239/TD- and health care to a first
0005173985
generation learner in our
residential home

Subhajit
Singha

Success

21-Jan-2016

Educate a child at our
Mohima
Coaching Centers in suburban Khatun
Kolkata

Success

21-Jan-2016

Ashima received free medicines
and blood test from Sabuj
Sangha and her delivery was in
NGO hospital. The health
worker visited her house 5
times. She has to pay for
ultrasound scan test around Rs.
350 to the NGO.
Jamuna received free
medicines, ultrasound and
blood test from Sabuj Sangha
and her delivery was in NGO
hospital. The health worker
visited her house many times.
She had underdone 2 times
ultra sound test, One done in
private hospital, they paid
around Rs.400/- and second
time done in the NGO hospital,
they did not pay anything for the
test.
Khokansona is staying in the
home for the last 3 years. He is
studying in the school Kishalaya
sishu shikshk niketian. He gets
all facilities like meals (
Breakfast,lunch,tiffen and
Dinner),education
support,medical and extra
coaching ( morning and
everning ) in their home every
day. He did not pay anything to
the NGO.
Akshay staying in the home
since2010. He is studying in the
school Kishalaya sishu shikshk
niketian. He gets all facilities
like meals (
Breakfast,lunch,tiffen and
Dinner),education
support,medical and extra
coaching ( morning and
everning ) in their home every
day. He did not pay anything to
the NGO.
Subhajit is staying in the home
since 2012. He studying in the
school Kishalaya sishu shikshk
niketian. He gets all facilities
like meals (
Breakfast,lunch,tiffen and
Dinner),education
support,medical and extra
coaching ( morning and
everning ) in their home every
day. He did not pay anything to
the NGO.
Mohima is attending the
coaching class from 1st std.,
current class is 8th Std. She
pays fees Rs.40 per month to
the NGO. The last year fees
(7th Std) Rs.30 per month. All
coaching centre teachers are
paid around Rs.2000 / - per
month.
Note. 1 -NGO runs one big
coaching center in the village on
government school premises.
They have mentioned many
centers in the village but these
are classes in the same
premises.
2 -In West Bengal, the villages
are big. NGO should be provide
the landmark to identify the
centers.
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Girish Singh

Girish Singh

Girish Singh

Girish Singh

Girish Singh
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Joytun is attending the coaching
class from 1st std., current class
is 8th Std. She pays a fees
Rs.40 per month to the NGO.
The last year fees (7th Std)
Rs.30 per month. All coaching
centre teachers are paid around
Rs.2000 / - per month.
Note. 1 -NGO runs one big
coaching center in the village on
government school premises.
They have mentioned many
centers in the village but these
are classes in the same
premises.
2 -In West Bengal, the villages
are big. NGO should be provide
the landmark to identify the
centers.
Samim Uddin is attending the
coaching class from 1st std.,
current class is 7th Std. She
pays a fees Rs.40 per month to
the NGO. The last year fees
(6th Std) Rs.30 per month.All
coaching centre teachers are
paid around Rs.2000 / - per
month.
Note. 1 -NGO runs one big
coaching center in the village on
government school premises.
They have mentioned many
centers in the village but these
are classes in the same
premises.
2 -In West Bengal, the villages
are big. NGO should be provide
the landmark to identify the
centers.
Rupa is attending the coaching
class from 1st std., current class
is 7th Std. She pays a fees
Rs.40 per month to the NGO.
The last year fees (6th Std)
Rs.30 per month. All coaching
centre teachers are paid around
Rs.2000 / - per month.
Note. 1 -NGO runs one big
coaching center in the village on
government school premises.
They have mentioned many
centers in the village but these
are classes in the same
premises.
2 -In West Bengal, the villages
are big. NGO should be provide
the landmark to identify the
centers.
Mangaldip Das goes to school
regularly. Currently he is in 1st
Standard. Beneficiary family
pays a fees Rs.40 per month to
the NGO. The last year fees
Rs.30 per month.
Pampa goes to school regularly.
Currently she is in 3rd Std.
Beneficiary family pays a fees
Rs.40 per month to the NGO.
The last year fees Rs.30 per
month.
Doctor receives a honorarium
by cash from the NGO.
Because doctor is government
employee she visits the hospital
of the NGO 3 days in the week.
The charges per visit is
Rs.3500/NGO has appointed this doctor
as employee. Doctor receives
the salary through cheque.
Doctor joined in December and
the honorarium received per
month is Rs.30, 000 /-.

Girish Singh

MDO-0121/098

Educate a child at our
Joytun Khatun Success
Coaching Centers in suburban
Kolkata

21-Jan-2016

MDO-0121/103

Educate a child at our
Samim Uddin
Coaching Centers in suburban Laskar
Kolkata

Success

21-Jan-2016

MDO-0121/111

Educate a child at our
Rupa Khatun
Coaching Centers in suburban
Kolkata

Success

21-Jan-2016

MDO-0172/001

Educate a child in our Model
school by sponsoring the staff
salaries and school
maintenance

Mangaldip Das Success

21-Jan-2016

MDO-0172/026

Educate a child in our Model
school by sponsoring the staff
salaries and school
maintenance

Pampa Paik

Success

21-Jan-2016

Pre verification
Report/1

Contribute to a fund to provide Subarna
health care support to the
Mondal
people in the remote islands of
Sunderbans

Success

21-Jan-2016

Pre verification
Report/2

Contribute to a fund to provide J.L.Samanta
health care support to the
people in the remote islands of
Sunderbans

Success

21-Jan-2016

Girish Singh

Girish Singh

Girish Singh

Girish Singh

Girish Singh

Girish Singh
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Sudip Naiya,
Success
Chand Halder,
Subhajit
Singha, Biswaji
Singh

Provide one month tution fee
and health care to 5 first
generation learners in our
residential home

Status

Date of
Verification

Remarks

21-Jan-2016

Sudip is studying in 3rd class.
Girish Singh
Chand and Subhajit are in 5th
class and Biswajit is in class
6th. They are in the residential
school and also get all facilities
like meal ( Breakfast,lunch,tiffen
and Dinner), education
support,medical care and extra
coaching ( morning and
everning ) in their home every
day. Beneficiaries do not pay
anything to the NGO.
Note. Only one beneficiary
(Ayub Khan) goes to
government school and others
are in the school run by NGO.

Assessor
Name

